OVERALL FRAMEWORK FOR EVALUATION
Our fraraework for evaluating the effectiveness of YEDPA programs caws together three major dimensionss program goals, program types, nd target groups. We organized our review primarily according to :ogram type, noting, in addition, the target groups served and ssessing the degree to which the programs affected each of the given rogram goals (when measurements bearing on each were provided), There-Dre, the discussion of program effectiveness appearing in Chapters 5 irough 8 is presented largely in terms of program types. In the sctions that follow we discuss each of these dimensions briefly.
Program Goals
The YEDPA legislation states a variety of goals for youth programs see Elmore in this volume) . Goals or outcomes can be divided into ntermediate goals and long-run or ultimate goals. The long-run goals E different employment and training programs are generally similar; Dst, if not all, programs intend to effect longer-term improvement in ärticipants1 employment stability, earnings, family stability, and so Drth. Intermediate program goals, such äs increased educational ttainment, work experience, knowledge of and attitudes about the Drkplace, and short-run increases in employment and earnings, vary sross programs.
Long-run program goals are of ultimate interest from both social id policy perspectives.  Intermediate goals, while not usually ends in hemselves, may serve äs indicators of long-run outcomes to the extent tiat they are expected to affect longer-term goals. Ultimately, whether ntermediate goals are reliable indicators of longer-range outcomes is n empirical question.1
rogram Types
Under YEDPA an attempt was made to ensure that a wide array of cogram types were tested, covering in one fashion or another most of he concepts about appropriate program types that would emerge from a ystematic analysis of goals (U.S. Department of Labor, 1980b). How-ver, even the documents describing the knowledge development effort do Dt provide a categorization of program types that lends itself readily o a classification scheme useful for evaluating the effectiveness of EDPA programs. Others who have reviewed youth programs have used
This formulation of program goals relies heavily on Barth (1972). s will be discussed in detail in subseguent chapters, YEDPA iscretionary projects devoted substantial resources to the collection f data on measures of intermediate goals, much of it (such äs attitude easures) subjective in nature.

